Dynamic density functionals (DDFs) are popular tools for studying the dynamical evolution of inhomogeneous polymer systems. Here, we present a systematic evaluation of a set of diffusive DDF theories by comparing their predictions with data from particle-based Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations for two selected problems: Interface broadening in compressible A/B homopolymer blends after a sudden change of the incompatibility parameter, and microphase separation in compressible A:B diblock copolymer melts. Specifically, we examine (i) a local dynamics model, where monomers are taken to move independently from each other, (ii) a nonlocal "chain dynamics" model, where monomers move jointly with correlation matrix given by the local chain correlator, and (iii,iv) two popular approximations to (ii), namely (iii) the Debye dynamics model, where the chain correlator is approximated by its value in a homogeneous system, and (iv) the computationally efficient "external potential dynamics" (EPD) model. With the exception of EPD, the value of the compressibility parameter has little influence on the results. In the interface broadening problem, the chain dynamics model reproduces the BD data best. However, the closely related EPD model produces large spurious artefacts. These artefacts disappear when the blend system becomes incompressible. In the microphase separation problem, the predictions of the nonlocal models (ii-iv) agree with each other and significantly overestimate the ordering time, whereas the local model (i) underestimates it. We attribute this to the multiscale character of the ordering process, which involves both local and global chain rearrangements. To account for this, we propose a mixed local/nonlocal DDF scheme which quantitatively reproduces all BD simulation data considered here.
I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of phase transitions and morphology formation in inhomogeneous polymeric systems is of fundamental as well as great practical interest [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Due to the large length and time scales on which these processes take place, simulation studies usually rely on coarse-grained models. Among these, polymer density functional based models have proven to be particularly useful tools for studying structure formation on mesoscopic scales [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] . Compared to phase field models [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] , they have the advantage that they retain some information on the molecular architecture, while still treating the system at the level of a continuum theory.
The static polymer density functional theory is equivalent to the "self-consistent field theory" for polymers, which can formally be "derived" from a particle-based model [26] [27] [28] and is one of the most successful theories of inhomogeneous polymer systems at equilibrium [29, 30] . Unfortunately, a similarly systematic construction of dynamic density functional theories is far from trivial. For fluids made of simpler units, dynamical evolution equations for the densities have been derived [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] and validated by comparison with molecular dynamics simulations [33, 39] . In polymer systems, the situation is complicated by the chain connectivity. Systematic attempts to derive dynamic mean field theories at least for the Rouse regime [40, 41] have typically resulted in approaches that are very similar to the popular "single chain in mean field" schemes (SCMF) [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] , where one considers the time evolution of the probability distribution of whole chains in (time-dependent) external fields. Using such schemes to further derive explicit equations for the time evolution of the density is a formidable challenge. Due to the wide range of time scales involved in chain dynamics, one would expect such equations to contain memory kernels [47] [48] [49] , which are difficult to handle in practice.
A popular pragmatic alternative is to construct a heuristic dynamic density functional (DDF) Ansatz of the form [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] ∂ t ρ α (r, t) = ∇ dr ′ Λ αβ (r, r ′ , t)∇ ′ µ β (r ′ , t).
Here ρ α is the number density field of the αth component, (−∇µ β ) is the thermodynamic driving force acting on component β which is derived from a Helmholtz free energy functional F [{ρ}] via µ α (r) = δF /δρ α (r), and Λ αβ (r, r ′ ) is a mobility matrix which relates the density current of monomers α at position r to the thermodynamic force acting on monomers β at position r ′ . We note that Eq. (1) describes a diffusive (overdamped) evolution of locally conserved density fields ρ α , therefore it belongs to the class of model B systems [20, 21] .
In the framework of the dynamical models of type Eq. (1), the simplest approach is to postulate local coupling [10, 12, 14] , i.e., to assume that monomers move independently from each other with a diffusion constant 
We will refer to this Ansatz as "local dynamics". Alternatively, based on Rouse dynamics and a local equilibrium assumption, Maurits et al. [11] proposed a nonlocal coupling Ansatz Λ αβ (r, r ′ ) = D c P αβ (r, r ′ ) =: Λ chain αβ ,
where P αβ (r, r ′ ) is the pair density of monomers α, β from the same chain at positions r and r ′ , and D c the diffusion constant of whole chains. Hence, chains are assumed to move as a whole. We will refer to this scheme as "chain dynamics".
In practice, the numerical integration of the DDF equation Eq. (1) with the exact chain correlator Eq. (3) is not straightforward, and therefore, further approximations are usually made. For example, the two body correlator is sometimes approximated by the corresponding correlator in the homogeneous melt [11] , i.e., the Debye correlation function g D (r, r ′ ). We will refer to this Ansatz as "Debye dynamics".
Maurits et al. [11] proposed a particularly smart approximation to Eq. (3). They assumed that Λ αβ (r, r ′ ) is translationally symmetric (more specifically, they postulated ∇Λ αβ (r, r ′ ) ≃ −∇ ′ Λ αβ (r, r ′ )). In this approximation, the dynamical evolution equation (1) can be rewritten as a local evolution equation for "external potentials" ω α that are conjugate to the density fields. Therefore, the resulting scheme is commonly referred to as "external potential dynamics" (EPD). EPD calculations are very efficient and run much faster than calculations based on other DDF schemes. Reister et al. [50, 51] have compared EPD studies of spinodal decomposition and layer formation with dynamic Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of a coarse-grained particle-based model, and found EPD to be superior to the corresponding local dynamcis scheme. EPD calculations have been used to study structure formation in blends and solutions [11, 17, 19, [50] [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] , and the approach has also been extended to include hydrodynamics [57] .
Other DDF schemes have focussed on strongly entangled polymer systems, where polymers basically reptate along a tube [7-9, 11, 15] . In the present work, we will focus on the Rouse regime.
All DDF models quoted above have been constructed heuristically, and apart from the work by Reister et al. [50, 51] , validations against more fine-grained simulations are scarce. A systematic comparison with particle-based models is therefore clearly desirable. The purpose of the present work is to carry out such a comparison, using as a reference "fine-grained" system a closely related particlebased model essentially the same monomer interactions and Rouse-type dynamics. To this end, we have performed diffusive Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations of two classes of inhomogeneous polymer systems: Phase separating AB polymer blends, and melts of microphase separating A:B diblock copolymers. The Hamiltonian is expressed in terms of local monomer densities, such that it can be directly related to a density functional. In previous work [58] , we have compared the static properties of such particle-based models with those obtained from static density functional theory (or self-consistent field theory, SCF) and established the conditions under which interaction parameters can be transferred from one model to the other without further renormalization. Therefore, a direct comparison becomes possible.
Methods to numerically integrate the DDF Eq. (1) with local dynamics Eq. (2), Debye dynamics or EPD are well-established and relatively straightforward [16] . However, the implementation of DDF calculations with the full chain dynamics mobility matrix Λ chain Eq. (3) is not trivial. One contribution of the present work is to present an algorithm that allows us to integrate Eq. (1) with Eq. (3) directly, without further approximations. DDF calculations based on this method can then be used as reference to evaluate the effect of the Debye and EPD approximation.
Specifically, we find that the EPD approximation may produce significant artefacts in the interface broadening problem if the interfaces are sharp. Furthermore, we find that neither the local nor the nonlocal DDF models discussed above can capture the kinetics of microphase separation at a quantitative level. This is most likely due to the fact that the ordering process is driven both by local chain rearrangements, and global chain displacements. To account for this situation, we propose a mixed local/nonlocal coupling model, which combines global diffusion on large length scales with local monomer motion on small length scales, inside the chain. With this mixed scheme, reasonable agreement between the BD simulations and the DDF calculations can be achieved.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: We first describe the BD simulation model and method (Sec. II) and then introduce the different DDF schemes in more detail (Sec. III). Additional information is given in the appendices A and B. Furthermore, we develop in Appendix B our new scheme to integrate the chain dynamic equations. For completeness in Appendix C we briefly describe the fluctuating DDFT schemes. The comparison of DDF calculations with BD simulations is presented in Sec. IV. We summarize and conclude in Sec. V.
II. BROWNIAN DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS
We first briefly describe the BD simulation model which we use in the reference "fine-grained" simulations. To facilitate a systematic comparison of dynamic properties with DDF calculations, we choose a type of model whose static equilibrium properties are known to be well reproduced by density functional theory without much parameter adjustments. Specifically, we use Edwardstype models where the interactions are expressed in terms of local densities [59] [60] [61] .
We consider n c Rouse polymers of length N with mo-
with periodic boundary conditions. In the following and throughout this paper, lengths will be given in units of the radius of gyration, R g , energies in units of the thermal energy, k B T , and times in units of t 0 = R 2 g /D c . The Hamiltonian of the system is composed of two parts, H = H 0 + H I , where H 0 represents the contribu-tion from the chain connectivity
(R m,j is the position of the j-th bead of m-th chain) , and the interaction part H I is written as
with the Flory-Huggins interaction parameter χ and the compressibility (Helfand) parameter κ. Hereφ α = 1 ρ0 mj δ(r − R mj )δ τmjα is the normalized microscopic density of species α = A, B, which depends on the sequence τ mj of monomers A, B on the mth chain (τ mj = A, B). It is normalized with respect to the mean monomer density ρ 0 = n c N/V . The equation of motion for a BD bead is controlled by a deterministic conservative force derived from the Hamiltonian and a random force,
with
The random force f mj is Gaussian distributed with zero mean and variance
where I,J denote the Cartesian components. The derivative of the Hamiltonian with respect to the bead position can be evaluated directly, giving
where u α is given by
In practice, the microscopic densities are evaluated on a grid using an assignment scheme, which assigns densities to mesh points based on the bead positions. Here we use a first order CIC scheme [62] , where beads contribute to the densities of the eight closest mesh points. Details are given in Appendix A. The BD equation is a stochastic differential equation, and it is integrated using the explicit Euler-Maruyama method. Other schemes with higher order accuracy are conceivable [63] .
The present BD scheme has similarities to the "hybrid particle-field" BD scheme proposed by Ganesan and coworkers [42, 43] . However, we wish to stress that our simulations here do not involve a mean-field approximation. We carry out "true" BD simulations of a particle system with the well-defined Hamiltonian H. In the particle-field scheme of Ganesan et al, and in related schemes such as the SCMF scheme by Müller and coworkers [44, 45] and "hybrid particle-field molecular dynamics" by Milano and coworkers [46, 67] , monomers move in "mean potentials fields" ω α . These are separate variables that evolve according to their own dynamics, which is deliberately chosen slower than the bead dynamics. In our simulations, these "mean potentials" are replaced by the actual instantaneous interactions u α determined from the Hamiltonian H I .
Since the interactions are defined in terms of densities, which are evaluated on a grid, the size of the grid cells is an important component of Edwards-type models. In fact, it determines the range of nonbonded interactions. The system can only undergo (micro)phase separation if the number of interacting particles in a cell is sufficiently high. In the present simulations, we use grid sizes in the range of 0.2-0.25 R g (see below), and the number of particles in a cell is about 50. With these parameters, lattice artefacts were found to be negligibly small. For a detailed analysis of discretization effects, we refer to the references [58, 65] .
The BD scheme presented above can be viewed as an approximate dynamic Monte Carlo (MC) scheme for studying systems with Edwards-type density-based interactions H I . The idea to use such Hamiltonians in MC simulations was first put forward by Laradji et al [60] , and later applied in studies of a variety of inhomogeneous polymer systems [45, 58, 61, [64] [65] [66] . They have the advantage of being computationally efficient, since the explicit evaluation of the pair interaction, which is often the most time consuming part in a simulation, is circumvented. The main reason why we choose this class of systems as BD reference systems is that monomer interactions in the BD model and the field-based dynamic models are described by the same expression, the Hamiltonian H I , hence the results can be compared directly. In fact, Hamiltonians such as H I are typically taken as a starting point to derive field theoretic descriptions of polymer systems and DDF theories such as those described in the next section. Therefore, a comparison of DDF predictions with explicit simulations of the same model should be particularly meaningful.
III. DYNAMIC DENSITY FUNCTIONAL APPROACHES
Within density functional theory or (equivalently) selfconsistent field theory, the model systems introduced in the previous section are described by a free energy functional of the form [28] 
Here φ α (r) are the mean normalized density fields (φ α (r) = ρ α (r)/ρ 0 with ρ 0 = n c N/V ), ω α (r) are conjugated "potential" fields, n γ is the number of chains of type γ and Q γ the corresponding single chain partition function. In homopolymer blends, we have two chain types corresponding to chains A and B, whereas copolymer melts contain only one type of chain. The density fields {φ α (r)} and the Q γ can be calculated from the potential fields ω α (r) via the following explicit procedure: One parametrizes the contour of chains with a continuous variable s ∈ [0 : 1], such that the mth monomer corresponds to s = m/N , and describe the monomer sequence on chains of type γ by a function τ γ (s) (τ = A, B). Furthermore, we introduce partial partition functions q γ (r, s) and q ′ γ (r, s) that satisfy the diffusion equation
with initial condition q γ (r, 0) = q ′ γ (r, 0) ≡ 1. Then, the single chain partition functions are given by Q γ = dr q γ (r, 1), and the density fields φ α (r) can be calculated via
(11) The inverse determination of {φ α } as a function of {ω α } cannot be done explicitly, it requires the use of iteration techniques. More details and the derivations of Eqs. (9-11) can be found, e.g., in Ref. [16, 28, 30] .
The free energy functional, Eq. (9), enters the DDF equation (1) through the "local chemical potential", µ α = δF /δρ α . Rewriting (1) in terms of renormalized densities φ α and using D o = N −1 , we obtain (13) and the dynamic coupling types discussed in the introduction correspond to the rescaled Onsager matrices
Chain dynamics:
(in simulation units), whereφ γ is the (normalized) mean density of monomers in chains of type γ, and g
αβ (r − r ′ ) the Debye correlation function of these chains [68] . Specific expressions for g D αβ for the chains considered in the applications in this work are given in Appendix B. Finally, the EPD dynamical equation can be written as EPD dynamics:
The dynamical equations (14) (15) (16) (17) are discussed in more detail in Appendix B. Furthermore, we present our new numerical scheme that allows us to integrate the DDF equations with the Onsager matrixΛ chain αβ without further approximations.
As we will see below in Sec. IV B, neither the local coupling scheme Eq. (14) nor the nonlocal schemes Eqs. (15 -17) provide a satisfactory description of the kinetics of microphase separation. This is because the local dynamics scheme disregards chain connectivity, whereas the chain dynamics scheme overemphasizes it. In reality, monomers of a chain move together on larger scales, but they are free to rearrange locally on shorter scales below R g .
To account for this situation at least at an approximate level, we propose a heuristic scheme that combines local dynamics on small scales with nonolcal dynamics on large scales: The idea is to interpolate the Onsager functions such that they assume the form of local dynamics on scales below R g and the form of nonlocal dynamics on large scales of order R g and larger. To this end, we introduce a filter function
where σ < R g is a tunable parameter which determines the length scale of crossover between local and nonlocal dynamics. The filter function is used to separate the (rescaled) thermodynamic force acting on monomers α,
, into a "coarse-grained" part that governs the global behavior,
and a remaining "fine-grained" part that drives local rearrangements
(20) The interpolated DDF equation for φ α is then given by
whereΛ nonlocal refers to one of the nonlocal Onsager matrices discussed above (Eq. (15-17)). In the present work, we use Debye coupling (16) .
We close this section with a remark on thermal fluctuations. In the present study, they are disregarded, i.e., we compare the BD simulation results with mean-field DDF calculations. A measure for the fluctuation effect is the so called Ginzburg parameter C −1 [69] , i.e. the amplitude of thermal noise scales with the inverse Ginzburg parameter C −1 = k B T V /n c R less, hence fluctuations are not expected to be important. However, for dilute system, where C −1 is large, fluctuation effect should be taken into account. In Appendix C we briefly describe how to incorporate fluctuations into the DDFT equations.
All these DDFT equations are integrated numerically. Spatial derivatives are always evaluated in Fourier space using fast Fourier transformations. Apart from that, the local dynamics, chain dynamics and mixed dynamics equations are integrated in real space using the explicit Euler scheme with time steps as specified below in sec. IV. Simulations with different time steps were also performed in selected cases to ensure that the results do not depend on the time step. The Debye dynamics and EPD equations are integrated in Fourier space using a semi-implicit scheme proposed by Fredrickson and coworkers [69, 70] . Here, we also checked explicit schemes and different time steps, and found that the results were the same.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We will now test the DDF schemes described in the previous section by comparing their predictions with explicit BD simulations (see Sec. II). We begin with studying the time evolution of an AB interface in a blend of incompatible A/B homopolymers after a sudden drop of the interaction parameter χ. Then, we study the dynamics of microphase separation in initially disordered A:B diblock copolymer melts.
A. Interface evolution in an A/B polymer blend
To study the chain interdiffusion, we consider a compressible polymer blend composed of n A A homopolymer and n B B homopolymers. All chains have the same length N . The reference density is defined as ρ 0 = nN/V , where n = n A + n B is the total number of chains, and in the present study we set n A = n B .
We restrict ourselves to systems where polymers are uniformly distributed along the x and y directions, and interfaces appear only along the z direction. Due to the periodic boundary conditions, the system then contains two interfaces. In the BD scheme, we perform three-dimensional simulations, and calculate the one-dimensional density profiles by averaging the threedimensional density over the x and y coordinates. In the field-based DDF schemes, we perform one-dimensional calculations. The two type of polymers in the system are completely symmetric, i.e., they have the same properties. In the following discussion, we therefore only focus on the A chains.
We should note that the interface in the three dimensional BD system is subject to capillary wave fluctuations and broadening, which are neglected in our meanfield DDF calculations. In three dimensions, the capillary wave broadening grows logarithmically on the lateral system size. Previous work [71] has shown that SCF predictions for interfaces in polymer blends are in good agreement with simulation results on length scales comparable to the interfacial width. In the BD simulations, we therefore use simulation boxes which are small in the (x, y) direction, L x = L y = 2. The system size in the z direction is chosen L z = 16 both in the BD simulations and in the DDF calculations, and the number of grid points is n z = 64, n x = n y = 8. The systems contain 10.000 chains of length N = 20. Thus the average number of beads in each cell is about 50. The compressibility parameter is set to κN = 10.
The time steps depend on the method. In the BD simulations and the DDF calculations based on local dynamics, chain dynamics, and Debye dynamics, we use ∆t = 10 −4 t 0 , and in EPD dynamics, we use ∆t = 10 −3 t 0 . We verified in all cases that the results do not depend on the time step. In EPD, one could choose even larger time steps. In the other DDF schemes, densities sometimes became negative if the time steps were too large. The spatial discretization in the DDF calculations is ∆z = 0.25R g .
We first study the process of interfacial broadening. The initial density is constructed as a sharp "physical" density profile which is obtained by equilibrating the interfaces at χN = 8. At time t = 0, χN suddenly drops to a smaller value. As a result, the interfaces broaden, the density profiles become more diffuse, until they finally reach a new equilibrium state. We monitor the density profiles at the interface as a function of time. The width of the interface is simply defined as the inverse of the maximum slope of the density profiles. We do not renormalize this quantity with respect to the "bulk densities" (as is usually done), because the latter also change in response to the change of χN and are not always welldefined during the interdiffusion process. Fig. 1 shows the evolution of the interfacial width W as a function of time after such a sudden jump from χN = 8 to different smaller values of χN , as obtained in the BD simulations. The data for W are rescaled by the corresponding final, equilibrated value. Except for early times, the curves for different χN parameters collapse onto a single master curve, which follows an apparent scaling relation W (t) ∝ t a at intermediate times [72] with exponent a ≈ 0.17. Figure 2 compares the predictions for the broadening of the interfacial width from the different DDF models discussed in Sec. III with the BD results for two examples of χN jumps. The predictions of the chain dynamics model agree well with the BD simulation results over almost the whole time interval under consideration (except for very early times t < 0.2t 0 ). The predictions from local dynamics calculations differ slightly, but noticeably from the BD results at early times, and approach them at t ≃ 4t 0 . These results indicate that interfacial broadening is mainly driven by chain diffusion, while the effect of segmental dynamics is minor. The Debye dynamics calculations reproduce the BD results well at early times, but show small deviations at later times. This is presumably due to the underlying weak inhomogeneity assumption, which is clearly questionable in the presence of sharp interfaces. The mixed model, which is partly based on the Debye model, does not improve on this problem. Overall, however, all DDF predictions discussed so far are acceptable compared to the reference BD simulations; the deviations are quite small. When plotting the DDF predictions for different final χN in a similar fashion as in Fig. 1 , the data collapse onto a master curve and exhibit the same apparent power law behavior at intermediate times than the BD data, W (t) ∝ t a with a ≈ 0.17 (data not shown). This is different for the EPD model. The EPD predictions for the evolution of the interfacial width in Fig. 2 differ strongly from the BD reference data over a wide time window, 0.5t 0 < t < 40t 0 . The values for the width are much too small, i.e., the interface broadening is slowed down significantly, and the shape of the curves is very different. To further analyze this problem, we compare in Fig. 3a) and b) the evolution of the A-density profiles obtained from the EPD model with the profiles in the reference BD system. According to the BD simulations (Fig. 3a) , A-polymer chains gradually diffuse from the A-polymer rich region to the A-polymer poor region. The amount of A-polymers in the A polymer rich region decreases monotonically with time. The corresponding curves obtained from chain dynamics, local dynamics, Debye, and mixed dynamics calculations are very similar (data not shown). In contrast, the EPD calculation produces a highly unusual, nonmonotonic behavior (Fig. 3b) there even exceeds the initial value. A shallow peak forms in the middle of the A-slab, which reaches a maximum and then decreases again. The slowdown of interfacial broadening in Fig. 2 is observed precisely in the time range where the peak is highest.
This spurious behavior is only found in the EPD model, and not in the closely related chain dynamics model. It must thus be an artefact of the EPD approximation. If the EPD assumption, ∇Λ αβ (r, r
, is not valid, the EPD equations violate local mass conservation, since they no longer have the form of a continuity equation for the densities φ α . Instead, the auxiliary potentials ω α are locally conserved. Large-scale chain redistributions become possible, which are presumably responsible for the observed artefacts.
To further illustrate this problem, we now consider an extreme case where the initial density profile has an al- most steplike configuration,
with φ min = 0.01, φ max = 0.99, and η = 100. The initial interfacial width is roughly W ≃ 0.19. Such unphysical sharp density profiles were also adopted in some other theoretical studies [14, 53] . Since they cannot easily be generated in particle simulations, we study the evolution of the density profile by DDF methods only. The system size was chosen L z = 24 with spatial discretization ∆z = 0.09R g (n z = 256 grid points). Fig. 4 illustrates that the EPD artefacts become even more prominent for such sharp interfaces. The results from the chain dynamics calculations, shown in Fig. 4a , seem quite reasonable. At early times, weak maxima of A-monomer density appear in the A-polymer rich side right next to the interface, which then gradually move away and shrink. A similar phenomenon was reported from DDF studies of interfacial broadening in incompressible polymer blends [14, 53] . Apart from this overshooting, the evolution of the interfacial density profiles is similar to that shown in Fig. 3a) . In contrast, the results from EPD calculations (Fig. 4a) are obviously erroneous. The density of A-chains at the center of the A-slab grows by a factor of almost 2 within a time span of less than 1t 0 , which is not compatible with a regular chain diffusion process. Fig. (5) shows the evolution of the interfacial width obtained with different DDF methods for systems that were initialized with the sharp tanh function (22) . The results obtained from chain dynamics and Debye dynamics calculations are in good agreement with each other. The curve corresponding to local dynamics differs significantly from the nonlocal schemes at early times and approaches it at later times. Since chain diffusion is a dominant mechanism in interfacial broadening, we expect that the nonlocal schemes reflect the true dynamics more accurately than the local dynamics scheme. The curve produced by the EPD dynamics is rather erratic and has no resemblance to the other curves.
In contrast to Fig. 1 , the curves W (t) obtained with the nonlocal schemes (chain dynamics / Debye dynamics) cannot by described by a single scaling law W (t) ∝ t a . We therefore extract two power law exponents, character- izing the interface broadening at early and later times. At early times, we get a ≈ 0.45, and at late times a ≈ 0.17. Experimental studies have also indicated a power law growth of the interfacial width before saturating to the final equilibrium width. The power law exponent reported in the experiments falls between 0.25 ∼ 0.5 depending mainly on the annealing temperature [73, 74] . Our predicted power law exponent for early times (see Fig 5 matches well with these experimental results. On the other hand, the smaller apparent exponent a ≈ 0.17 at later times is compatible with the apparent exponent a ≈ 0.17 extracted from Fig. 1 . This is not surprising, as the initial interfaces in Fig. 1 are much wider, and the broadening starts to saturate much earlier. Now we briefly consider the inverse problem, i.e. interface sharpening after a sudden increase of χN . We choose as initial density profile the equilibrium density distribution corresponding to χN = 5, then instantaneously quench the system to χN = 10, and monitor the evolution of the density profiles. As in the previous study (Figs. 4, 5) , the system has the size L z = 24 and is studied with a spatial discretization corresponding to n z = 256 grid points. Fig. 6a ) shows the density profiles at different times obtained from chain dynamics calculations. In the A-polymer-rich region, the Adensity gradually decreases to the final equilibrium value, and in the A-polymer poor region, it gradually increases. Small transient peaks appear close to the interface, but no "overshooting" with respect to the final equilibrium profile is observed. On the other hand, the EPD calculations (Fig. 6b ) predict large density overshoots at times around t ∼ 1t 0 and a dramatic transient density reduction at the center of the A-rich slab. These phenomena are obviously again artefacts of the EPD approximation.
We should note that the EPD method has been used to study interfacial broadening in previous work, e.g., by one of us in Ref. [53] , and no artefacts were observed. The reason is most likely that these studies considered incom- pressible blends, where transient large density variations as reported here were not possible. To further analyze the EPD artefacts, we thus systematically study the effect of the Helfand compressibility parameter κ on the EPD prediction for the interfacial broadening problem. The parameters and initial conditions are chosen as in Fig.5, i .e., with a sharp initial interface. The Helfand parameter is increased from κN = 10 to κN = 10.000. The time step in these simulations has to be reduced with increasing κN . Whereas ∆t = 10 −3 t 0 is found to be sufficient at κN = 10 as explained above, we had to use ∆t = 10 −6 t 0 at κN = 10.000. Figure 7(b) shows the maximum local density of Amonomers observed during the whole course of a simulation, φ max A , as a function of the compressibility parameter κN . For EPD at κN = 10, it is almost twice as large as the mean total densityφ = 1 (rescaled), which consistent with the density profile shown in Figure 4 (b) (at t = 1t 0 ). With increasing κN , the maximum density φ max A gradually decreases to reachφ in the infinite large κN limit. As κN approaches infinity, the EPD dynamics becomes similar to that of other DDFT models, i.e., the poly-mer density in the polymer rich region decreases almost monotonically until it reaches the equilibrium value. Figure 7 (a) compares the EPD results for the time evolution of the interfacial width for different Helfand parameters κN . At κN = 10, the curve exhibits several oscillations. For larger κN , it becomes smoother, but remains nonmonotonic with a spurious peak at early times. With increasing κN , the peak becomes smaller and moves to earlier times. For comparison, we also study the strictly incompressible limit κN → ∞ as in Ref. [53] (denoted IEPD). As expected, the peak disappears. However, even in this limit, the EPD predictions do not coincide with the results from Debye dynamics or local dynamics calculations (the latter two are found to hardly depend on the compressibility parameter at all). Considering the earlier finding that Debye dynamics calculations reproduce the data from BD simulations nicely in Figure 2 (at κN = 10) , we conclude that the EPD results should probably not be trusted even in the incompressible limit, at least from a quantitative point of view.
We have studied interfacial sharpening ( Figure 6 (b)) for larger κN (data not shown). Here again, the EPD artefacts disappear at κN → ∞. With increasing κN , the spurious maxima in φ A gradually decrease and vanish when κN approaches infinity.
We close this subsection with a general remark on the Helfand parameter κ. It can be seen as a numerical convenience to replace a strictly incompressible system. This is useful in continuum theories where the incompressibility constraint makes the equations very stiff, and it is necessary in particle-based simulations, where maintaining strict incompressibility is close to impossible. In fact, strictly incompressible systems do not exist in nature, even though typical values for the compressibility parameter are of course much higher than κN = 10. In our DDF calculations, we found the effect of compressibility on the interface broadening dynamics to be negligible in all cases except EPD. Therefore, the popular approach to approximate nearly incompressible blends by compressible blends seems reasonable.
B. Lamellar ordering in a diblock copolymer melt
Last, we consider the dynamics of microphase separation in initially disordered copolymer melts. Experimentally, this has been studied, e.g., by Floudas and coworkers [75, 76] and by Sakamoto and Hashimoto [77] with small angle neutron and X-ray scattering and other methods. These studies focussed on slow processes (time scales of seconds) related to the nucleation and reordering of domains, and fluctuation effects in the vicinity of the order-disorder transition [76] . Here we examine the kinetics of local spontaneous ordering after a sudden deep quench into the ordered regime, on time scales of submicroseconds that are hard to resolve experimentally. Figure 5 .
We consider systems of n c identical A:B diblock copolymers made of N monomers, where the A block and B block have the same length, i.e. N A = N B . In all calculations, we set χN = 12, κN = 10, which lead to a lamellar morphology at equilibrium. We initialize the system by imposing weakly inhomogeneous density distributions, and monitor the evolution of the A-density profile until it is equilibrated. In particular, we consider the evolution of the A-density at the location where it assumes its maximum value (which we denote φ that the system is slightly frustrated at equilibrium, as the bulk lamellar spacing is roughly 3.4 R g , which is not fully commensurable with the box length L z . Since we are using the same box dimensions in the BD simulations and the DDF calculations, quantitative comparisons are still possible.
Specifically, we studied systems of 5000 chains of length N = 40. For comparison, we have also considered systems with chain length N = 20 and N = 60 at the same mean monomer density (i.e., 10.000 chains and 3000 chains), and obtained similar results (data not shown). The average number of monomers per cell is about 50. The time step in the BD simulations is chosen ∆t = 0.0003/N (i.e., ∆t = 0.75 · 10 −5 t 0 at N = 40). The DDF calculations are carried out in one dimension with time step ∆t = 10 −4 t 0 in the EPD and Debye dynamics models, ∆t = 10 −5 t 0 in the chain dynamics model, and ∆t = 10 −6 t 0 in the local dynamics model. We found that such small time steps were necessary in the chain dynamics and local dynamics schemes, otherwise the iterative reconstruction of the auxiliary fields ω α from the density fields φ α did not always converge. Adaptive time steps would probably partly relieve these problems. Fig. 8 shows the density profiles of A-monomers at different times. In the BD simulations, the initial polymer configurations are generated as free Gaussian chains which creates a random density distribution. This distribution, averaged over the x and y directions, is imposed as initial density profile in all DDF schemes. Indeed, we can see from Fig.8a and b that φ A (z) are the same at t = 0. As time passes, the system microphase separates into A-rich and B-rich regions and reaches equilibrium at large t. The shapes of the equilibrium densities can almost be superimposed after performing a proper translational shift along the abscissa, they therefore represent the same equilibrium state. However, the phase ordering proceeds at different speeds. For example, focussing on the maximum density φ max A at t = 2, we can see that the BD simulations give φ max A ≃ 0.59 at this time (Fig. 8a) , while the chain dynamics calculation predicts φ max A ≃ 0.51 (Fig. 8b) . Hence the ordering in the chain dynamics model is too slow. The curves obtained from other DDF models (including EPD) are qualitatively similar to the BD curves, but the density evolves at different speeds (data not shown).
To further quantify this observation, we now focus on φ max A . Fig. (9a) compares the evolution of φ max A with respect to time obtained from BD simulations with the results of the different DDF models, choosing as initial DDF condition the BD monomer distribution profile at t = 0. For such "realistic" initial condition, φ max A ≃ 0.53 at time t = 0, indicating that the inhomogeneities in the initial (fully disordered) system are already very high. As time progresses, φ max A first decreases slightly, and then increases continuously until it saturates at the equilibrium value. The predictions from nonlocal chain dynamics models (chain dynamics, Debye dynamics, and EPD) are in good agreement with each other, but they underestimate the rate of ordering. In contrast, the local dynamics model overestimates the ordering velocity. At early times (t ≤ 1), the local dynamics prediction almost matches the results from the reference BD simulations. Thus the ordering of monomers seems to dominate the dynamics on time scales smaller than the characteristic relaxation time of a chain. At later times, however, the diffusion of the whole chain becomes significant, and large scale correlations begin to play a role. It is then necessary to account for the nonlocal correlations that slow down the dynamics. The density evolution predicted by the pure local dynamics scheme therefore overestimates the rate of ordering at late times. This problem is addressed by the mixed DDF scheme introduced in Sec. III, Eq. (21) . In this scheme, a tunable parameter σ is used to control the crossover between local and nonolocal dynamics. On small length scales below σ, the dynamics is mostly local, whereas on larger scales, it becomes nonlocal. The effect can be seen in Fig. 9a ). For σ = 1, the curves calculated with the mixed dynamics reproduce the local dynamics curves. For σ = 0.1, the evolution of φ with time as obtained from BD simulations and the field-based DDF schemes discussed in this work. In (a), the DDF profiles are initialized to precisely match the initial density distribution in the BD simulations for N = 40, while in (b), they are initialized by imposing a very small random noise to the initial auxiliary potentials ωα(r). (see text for explanation cal dynamics. However, at σ = 0.3, the mixed dynamics approximately reproduces the BD simulation data: If one propagates the motion according to local dynamics on length scales smaller than 0.3R g , and according to nonlocal dynamics on length scales larger than 0.3R g , one obtains a dynamical scheme that is quite close to describing the true dynamics. This mixed dynamics scheme accounts for the fact that in the phase ordering process, both the small-scale motion and the large-scale motion are important. The parameter σ roughly specifies the weight of these two types of dynamics.
The results of the DDF calculations depend sensitively on the choice of the initial conditions. This is demonstrated in Fig. 9b ), which shows that the DDF results if one starts with an almost homogeneous initial density profile decorated with a very weak unphysical noise does not have the correct spatial correlations of a disordered copolymer melt. Specifically, the initial conditions are defined through the initial auxiliary potential fields, which are chosen ω αβ (r) = 0.01 ξ(r), where ξ are uniformly distributed random numbers in the interval ξ ∈ [0 : 1]. This results in an initial maximum A-density of φ max A ≈ 0.5002. The subsequent time evolution of the density profiles is qualitatively similar to that obtained with realistic initial conditions (Fig. 9a) : The ordering is much slower in the nonlocal DDF schemes than in the local DDF scheme. The large difference again reflects the multiscale character of the phase ordering process. Most importantly, the comparison with Fig. 9a) shows that the onset of ordering can be delayed significantly if the initial conditions are not chosen appropriately. The problem can presumably be reduced by including thermal noise as described at the end of Sec. III. This has not been done here.
We have also examined the effect of compressibility on the ordering kinetics. We found that increasing κN affects the final density distributions slightly, but it has a negligible effect on the ordering kinetics (data not shown). For example, when examining the maximum density of A monomers, φ max A , as a function of time t, the curves for different κN (using the same DDF theory) overlap almost completely during the ordering process, but they saturate to different equilibrium values.
V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
The main results of the present work can be summarized as follows: We have compared the predictions of different DDF theories with BD simulations of interface broadening in compressible homopolymer blends and microphase separation in copolymer melts.
• Interface broadening in blends is best described by the nonlocal "chain dynamics" DDF theory.
• DDF calculations based on the Debye approximation do not differ significantly from the full chain dynamics calculations in all situations considered here. In contrast, when looking at interface broadening or sharpening, EPD calculations produce spurious artefacts at intermediate times. The problem becomes worse if the interfaces are sharper. The artefacts disappear in the incompressible limit, however, the EPD results still differ noticeably from those of other DDF theories. This must be attributed to the EPD approximation and is most likely a consequence of the fact that the EPD model does not strictly guarantee local mass conservation.
• Neither local dynamics nor chain dynamics can capture the kinetics of microphase separation in block copolymer melts. Compared to the reference BD simulations, local dynamics calculations underestimate the ordering time, and chain dynamics calculations overestimate it. This most likely reflects the multiscale character of the ordering process, which involves both local chain rearrangements and global chain motions. To address this problem, we have proposed a mixed local/nonlocal DDF scheme, which combines local monomer motion on small scales below R g with global cooperative diffusion on large length scales. This scheme can reproduce the BD simulation results at an almost quantitative level for all situations considered in the present work.
Our mixed DDF approach has some similarity to DDF approaches that have been proposed in the 90s for studying reptation dynamics in strongly entangled polymer systems [8, 9] . Here, an effective nonlocal Onsager matrix is also constructed such that monomers move differently from whole chains. In the reptation models, the mobility of single monomers is assumed to be reduced compared to whole chains due to their confinement to a tube. Our results here indicate, for the Rouse regime, that it is rather enhanced.
All these DDF schemes have been postulated more or less heuristically. However, our mixed scheme contains one free parameter (the "filter" parameter σ), which can be used to adjust the DDF calculations to the BD simulations. On the one hand, this reduces the "predictive power" of the approach. On the other hand, it offers a way to incorporate information from more detailed finegrained models for polymer dynamics in a DDF model in a coarse-grained sense. The parameter σ can then be seen as an effective parameter in a dynamic field theory for polymers, which might have to be determined from finegrained simulations and experiments. In future work, we thus plan to systematically construct mixed schemes from fine-grained simulations, e.g., based on dynamic correlation functions in reference particle simulations. We hope that this approach will help to obtain a more accurate description of polymer dynamics at the field-based level, without the need of explicitly accounting for the multiple time scales involved in polymer relaxation and the corresponding memory effects. Ideally, it should not be restricted to polymers in the Rouse regime, but could also be applied to entangled polymer systems or other complex fluids, and possibly even to nonequilibrium systems under shear stress where polymers are deformed [80] .
To summarize, in the present work, we have evaluated different dynamic density functional (DDF) theories for the description of kinetic processes in inhomogeneous polymer systems. As mentioned in the introduction, static density functional theories have proven to be very successful and powerful tools for predicting self-assembled polymeric nanostructures at equilibrium. However, in practice, self-assembly is a nonequilibrium process which often does not run to completion. Polymeric nanostructures are usually not fully equilibrated, and their morphologies and even characteristic length scales may strongly depend on the history of the selfassembly [78, 79] . This is in fact an advantage, because process design can be used as an additional design principle. However, it also implies that the resulting structures cannot be predicted by static density functional theory alone. We believe that systematic assessments of DDFs such as the one presented here are necessary steps towards an improved theoretical description of nonequilibrium dynamic processes and the resulting nonequilibrium structures.
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Appendix A: Force calculation in BD simulations
In this appendix, we give the explicit expression of the potential force acting on each bead, using the polymer A/B blend as the model system. The simulation box is uniformly divided into n x · n y · n z cells, and densities are defined on the vertexes (mesh points) of these cells. Each cell has a volume of l x ·l y ·l z (with l I = L I /n I ). Fractions of a bead are assigned to its neighbouring mesh points according to predefined assignment functions h(r) that depend only on the distance between the particle and the mesh point. Any small displacement of a bead causes a density change, and hence a change of the Hamiltonian. Therefore, the bead experiences a force. In the following, we focus on the (non-bonded) interaction part of the Hamiltonian, and rewrite this part in a discretized form as
where g denotes the index of the mesh point on which the densities are defined, and ∆V = l x l y l z is the volume of a cell. The densities are calculated using an assignment function, i.e.,φ α (r g ) = 1 ∆V ρ0 j h(|R j − r g |) where R j is the position of the j-th bead, and j runs over all beads of type α. We consider the force acting on an A bead at position R = (x, y, z). The derivative of H (1) with respect to R can be written as
In order to proceed, we need to give an explicit expression for the assignment function. For this purpose, we consider the cell where R is located. The cell has eight vortices at the corners, which we label by indices i, j, k along x, y, z directions, such that the set of indices i = 0, j = 0, k = 0 marks the vertex number 0 with coordinate (0, 0, 0), i = 0, j = 0, k = 1 marks the vertex number 1 with coordinate (0, 0, l z ), i = 0, j = 1, k = 0 marks the vertex number 2 with coordinate (0, l y , 0), and so on until i = 1, j = 1, k = 1 marks the the vertex number 7 with coordinate (l x , l y , l z ). Several choices for the assignment function are conceivable. In the lowest order scheme -the so-called nearest-grid scheme -each bead is fully assigned to its nearest mesh point. Here we use a higher order scheme, which assigns fractions of each bead to its eight nearest mesh points. The fraction assigned to a given vertex is proportional to the volume of a rectangle whose diagonal is the line connecting the particle position and the mesh point on the opposite side of the mesh cell. With the precise arrangement of vortices, the assignment function for each vertex can be written as
where g ranges from 0 to 7, and r gα is the α component of r g . With these assignment functions, the force from non-bonded interactions acting on an A bead along the x direction is given by
the non-bonded force in y direction is
and the non-bonded force in z direction is
Here R I denotes the I-component of R, while F I is the Ith component of the force F. Similar expressions are obtained for the non-bonded interaction forces acting on B beads. In the following, we briefly sketch the derivation of the DDF models introduced in Sec. III and present the numerical method which we use to integrate the chain dynamics equation. We derive the DDF equations of the non-local chain dynamics DDF model following Maurits et al. [11] , at the example of A:B diblock copolymer melts. The extension to other polymer systems is straightforward.
Our system contains n c diblock copolymers in a volume V . Each chain has the length N = N A + N B , where N A is the length of block A and N B the length of block B. For convenience, we choose the continuous chain model, where the chain length is scaled to 1, i.e., 1 = N A /N + N B /N ≡ h A + h B , and we define the sequence function τ (s) = A for s < h A and τ (s) = B for h A < s < 1. The units of length, energy, and time are chosen as in the main text, i.e., we set k B T ≡ 1 as the energy unit, and the radius of gyration of a free ideal chain R g = a N/6 as the length unit (a is the statistical Kuhn length), and measure time in units of the relaxation time of the whole chain, τ = R 2 g /D c , where D c is the diffusion constant of a whole chain.
In the Rouse regime, the internal structure of chains relaxes faster than the coarse-grained collective motion, therefore whole chains are taken to drift with uniform velocity, according to the following equation of motion:
Here f β = −∇μ β is the thermodynamic force acting on a monomer of type β (which is determined from the Helmholtz free energy functional (9) viaμ β = δF/δφ β ), s is the contour variable, and R(s, t) denotes the conformation of the chain at time t. The conformation dependent rescaled density is given byφ α = ρ
, where the index m runs over all n c copolymers, and ρ 0 = n c N/V is the reference density. The evolution equation for the rescaled density can be obtained by taking directly its derivative with respect to time. After taking the ensemble average at both sides, we obtain the dynamical equation
with φ α = φ α , where · · · refers to the ensemble average. This is exactly Eq. = − δφ α (r, t) δω β (r ′ , t) .
Eq. (B2) is used to derive a set of approximate dynamic schemes including the EPD scheme and the Debye scheme. The approximation involved in EPD is translational symmetry, i.e., one assumes ∇Λ αβ (r, r ′ ) ≃ −∇ ′Λ αβ (r, r ′ ). Employing this assumption and using the chain rule, ∂ t φ α = dr ′ β δφα δω β (r ′ ) ∂ t ω β (r ′ ), one can transform the density evolution equation into an equation propagating the "potential fields"
Thus the dynamic equations are simplified considerably. They can be integrated conveniently in Fourier space using fast Fourier transform (FFT). One big advantage of the EPD scheme is that the computationally cumbersome inverse determinations of potential fields {ω α } from density fields {φ α } are avoided, since the ω α are propagated directly. The Debye scheme is obtained by applying a weak inhomogeneity expansion (random phase approximation, RPA) [69] , where the true correlations are replaced by the correlation functions of ideal Gaussian chains, i.e., 
In the Debye approximation, the DDF equation for the α-component can be written in Fourier space as
Finally in this appendix, we will now present our numerical method for propagating the densities according to the full chain dynamics DDF equations, (B2) with (B3), without further approximations. We first define the auxiliary vector valued field
Using this intermediate variable, we can rewrite the DDF equation as ∂ t φ α (r, t) = −∇V α (r, t).
Provided that V α is known, the integration of this equation is straightforward. Thus we are left with the task to evaluate the intermediate field V α (r, t). To this end, we make use of the relationΛ chain αβ (r, r ′ ) = −δφ α (r)/δω β (r ′ ) and rewrite Eq. (B10) as
where ∇ u denotes the gradient operator with respect to u. Eqs. (B11) and (B12) suggest the following Euler forward algorithm for integrating the chain dynamics DDF equations:
1. Find the initial potential ω α . This is done by numerical iteration methods.
2. Choose a small parameter ǫ, and calculate the components I = x, y, z of V α according to 
The above procedure is repeated to obtain the time evolution of the densities as well as the auxiliary potentials. The same idea can be used to construct more sophisticated integration schemes (beyond explicit Euler). Compared to the EPD scheme, the present scheme is more accurate, since it does not rely on the EPD assumption of translational symmetry. However, it requires much more computing time, since it involves the evaluation of all spatial components of V and the iterative reconstruction of the auxiliary potentials from the densities in each time step. On the basis of DDFT, fluctuations can be included in Eq. (12) by adding a thermal noise term,
i.e., a stochastic Gaussian distributed field ζ α (r, t) with zero mean ( ζ α (r, t) = 0), which is correlated according to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem:
Equivalently, one can add a fluctuating current,
with j(r, t) = 0 and 
